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IntersectionalityIntersectionality

Play 0:15-1:00 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dnj2IyYjE&t=15s


CultureCulture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SidKFCZ65ik
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how they are connectedhow they are connected
Individuals do not possess a single, static identity. We cannot categorize anyone’s

experiences based on a single aspect of their identity such as their gender
identity. Instead, we should also account for how their culture and their

background (along with other factors such as ability, socioeconomic status,
sexual Orientation, etc) intersect with their gender identity to create their

experiences of the world.



DiscussionDiscussion!!
HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR CULTURE

IMPACTS YOUR VIEW OF
FEMININITY. ARE THERE ANY

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES?

WHAT DOES INTERSECTIONALITY
MEAN TO YOU? 



presentationspresentations





Period Inequality 
Women on their period aren’t allowed to enter temples, cook, etc
Based in Hindu texts, followed by older generations

Colorism
Cosmetics promoting skin whitening ex. Fair & Lovely
Tollywood industry

Within our experience:
Women are the religious leaders of the household

Powerful Hindu Goddesses
Durga Devi, extremely powerful goddess of feminine prowess, power,
determination, wisdom 

Indian Culture & Gendered Experiences





The Philippines and Gendered
Experiences

Household: (In my experience) a lot of women are reliant on their husbands as providers. Women are often in
charge of cooking and raising children, but this usually becomes a group effort between families and sometimes

assistance from maids and nannies.

Education and Careers: Filipino women often pursue higher education and powerful careers. The
Philippines has had two female Presidents,. However, lower class women have less access to these

opportunities and often serve as 24/7 live-in maids and nannies for wealthy families from a young age.

Religion: Women aren’t allowed to directly lead religion (Catholicism), but are the religious leaders of
the household. Not many female religious icons (Virgin Mary (Jesus’ Mother, known for never sinning)

and some female Saints. 

2001-2010 1986-1992

Beauty Standards: Colorism- preference for pale skin (also use
Fair and Lovely) and other white features.





Discussion!Discussion!
Have you witnessed a change in your culture’s viewpoint on gender throughout the

generations?

How do religious beliefs and practices influence gendered experiences within different

cultures?

Consider the role of family and community in shaping gendered experiences. How do

familial and community expectations and support systems impact individuals' gender

identities and experiences?

In what ways do language and terminology related to gender identity vary across

cultures, and how might those variations impact people of different gender identities?
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